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To develop viable polymer stabilized liquid crystal systems, it is crucial to understand the
factors that affect polymer nanostructure evolution. This work examines the influence of the
photopolymerization of aliphatic and fluorinated monoacrylate monomer within a room
temperature smectic liquid crystal (LC). Additionally, the effect of LC order on polymerization
kinetics, monomer and polymer organization, and the effect of the polymer on LC properties
have been examined. Through this work, insight has been gained regarding the impact that
the introduction of a fluorinated monoacrylate monomer has on polymerization kinetics, LC
organization, and monomer/polymer segregation and organization within a polymer/LC
system. Fluorinated moieties lower the surface energy of the monomer to enhance segregation
between the smectic layers of the LC as compared with an analogous aliphatic monomer.
Additionally, the enhanced segregation significantly increases the polymerization rate in the
smectic phase and drives the continued segregation of the fluorinated polymer during and
after polymerization. Fluorination also leads to the formation of an ordered polymer
nanostructure if polymerized in ordered LC phases. This ordering is particularly evident when
the fluorinated monomer is polymerized in the smectic phase in which the monomer is
organized between the smectic layers of the LC. In addition, the ordered polymer structure
found with the fluorinated monomer in the smectic phase leads to continued birefringence
above the clearing point of the LC due to surface interactions between the LC and the
ordered fluorinated polymer. The continued birefringence offers an exceptional opportunity
to examine how factors such as polymer molecular mass and UV light intensity affect the
overall polymer morphology of these polymer/LC systems. As the initiator concentration and
UV light intensity are decreased, longer polymer chains form lattice-type morphologies;
whereas, shorter polymer chains form smoother morphologies that more closely mirror the
texture of the LC smectic phase.

1. Introduction recent research on PSLCs suggests that performance
relates directly to the morphology of the polymer networkPolymer stabilized liquid crystal (PSLC) systems have
[9–11]. Specifically, ‘smoother, more defined’ polymerbeen studied extensively for their potential in applications
morphologies lead to retention of PSLC electro-opticsuch as privacy windows, high intensity light-shutter
(EO) properties, whereas ‘coarser, less defined’ polymervalves, and large area flat panel displays [1–4]. PSLC
morphologies lead to degradation of PSLC EO propertiessystems are generated by the photopolymerization of
[9]. In addition, the temperature of photopolymerizationsmall amounts (<5%) of monomer dissolved in a low
for mesogenic monomers, and the consequent effect onmolar mass liquid crystal. The polymer network in the
polymer morphology and electro-optic properties havePSLC may improve mechanical stability, but often also
been investigated [10].alters the electro-optic properties of the liquid crystal
While the majority of the research examining polymer(LC) [5, 6]. Dynamic light scattering studies have shown
morphology in PSLCs has focused on the photopoly-that the polymer network substantially increases the
merization of mesogenic monomers within an LC solventtwist elastic constant and viscosity of the low molar
[12–14], some work has also detailed the polymerizationmass LC solvent [7]. It has also been shown that
kinetics and the organization of non-mesogenic acrylateincreases in polymer concentration may lead to an
monomers in ferroelectric polymer stabilized systemsincrease in the response times in PSLCs [8]. Most of
[15–19]. Specifically, certain non-mesogenic acrylate
monomers segregate between the smectic layers of a
ferroelectric liquid crystal. Understanding the location*Author for correspondence; e-mail: allan-guymon@uiowa.edu
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50 D. T. McCormick et al.

of the monomer within the LC before and after polymer- a smectic liquid crystalline host. The role of these factors
on polymer organization in a LC solvent was alsoization is critical for an understanding of the interactions

between the polymer and the LC and the ultimate examined. Further understanding of such aspects that
affect the development of polymer nanostructure inproperties of the system. The monomer segregation

behaviour will ultimately affect the resulting polymer PSLC systems is necessary for the further develop-
ment of systems that successfully incorporate anmorphology. Control of monomer segregation, and

the resulting polymer nanostructure could give great internally stabilizing polymer without compromising
the electro-optic properties.flexibility in designing and developing PSLC systems.

The use of perfluorinated monomers offers a novel
platform upon which to study the factors affecting 2. Experimental

The fluorinated monomer used in this study was hepta-polymer morphological evolution in polymer stabilized
systems. Fluorinated compounds are typically charac- decafluorodecyl acrylate (HDFA; Monomer-Polymer

&/Dajac Labs, Feasterville, PA). The analogous non-terized as having electrical resistance and low surface
energies that lead to a variety of interesting charac- fluorinated monoacrylate used was n-decyl acrylate (DA;

Polysciences, Warrington, PA). The room temperatureteristics [20]. In polymer dispersed systems, fluorinated
monomers have generated systems with improved optical smectic A liquid crystal was 4-cyano-4∞-n-octyl-biphenyl

(8CB; Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Chemical structures ofproperties and more defined polymer morphologies than
non-fluorinated systems [21]. Previous research has the monomers and liquid crystal as well as the LC

phase behaviour are given in figure 1. Photopolymeriza-investigated the effect of fluorination, monomer structure
and polymer structure on polymerization kinetics and poly- tions were initiated using Irgacure I-907 (Ciba Specialty

Chemicals, Hawthorne, NY). All materials were used asmer segregation behaviour in a smectic liquid crystal [22].
Interesting behaviour was observed when a fluorinated received. The monomer/LC mixtures were prepared with

initiator concentrations approximately 6 mol% of themonoacrylate was compared with a fluorinated diacrylate
and an aliphatic diacrylate. The fluorinated monoacrylate total monomer double bond concentration.

The isotropic to nematic and nematic to smectic Aexhibited dramatically enhanced polymerization rates
over the diacrylate monomers. Interestingly, all of the phase transitions of the monomer/LC mixtures were

measured using a polarized light microscope (Optiphotmonomers studied segregated between the smectic layers
of the LC, but both the fluorinated and aliphatic diacrylate 2-pol; Nikon, Melville, NY) equipped with a temperature

controlled hotstage (Instec, Boulder, CO). The samples(crosslinked) polymers phase separated out of the LC
matrix. Only the fluorinated monoacrylate remained were heated above the isotropic transition temperature

and cooled at approximately 0.3°C min−1.segregated between the smectic layers during and after
polymerization.
The goal of this work has been to understand the
direct impact of incorporating fluorinated moieties into
a linear polymer for polymer/smectic LC systems. To
this end, the polymerization rate, monomer and poly-
merization organization, as well as monomer and polymer
segregation behaviour were examined for a fluorinated
monoacrylate and compared with these same character-
istics for an aliphatic monoacrylate system. In addition,
the LC phase characteristics were examined upon addi-
tion of monomer and after polymerization. The smectic
layer spacing was determined before and after poly-
merization, and as a function of polymerization time, to
investigate segregation behaviour. The orientation of
monomer and polymer were also examined within the
LC host. The polymerization kinetics of both the aliphatic
and fluorinated systems were observed as a function of
polymerization temperature and subsequent LC phase
order.

Figure 1. Monomer and liquid crystal structures of (a) decylThrough this investigation, a greater understanding
acrylate (DA), (b) heptadecafluorodecyl acrylate (HDFA),

has been developed regarding the role that fluorinated and (c) 4-cyano-4∞-n-octylbiphenyl (8CB). Liquid crystal
moieties play in the segregation behaviour and poly- phase sequence of 8CB is isotropic� 40°C� nematic�

32°C� smectic.merization kinetics of non-mesogenic monomers within
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51Monoacrylates in smectic L Cs

Smectic layer d-spacings of the mixtures were their interesting physical properties which include high
thermal stability and low surface energies, and showmeasured using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS,
great promise in a number of other areas.Siemans, XRD 700 WAXD/SAXS) with a CuK

a
line of

The low surface energy of fluorinated materials, due1.5 Å. Bragg’s law was used to determine the d-spacing
to the electronic nature of the fluorine atom, gives risefor the smectic layers. Changes in SAXS behaviour as
to the self-associative nature of perfluorinated molecules.a function of polymerization time were examined using a
Consequently this self-association can lead to enhancedtemperature controlled SAXS cell.
phase separation in polymer PDLCs [21]. LittleSample cells for polarized infrared (IR) absorption
research, however, has been dedicated to studying fluor-measurements were prepared by introducing the monomer/
inated monomers in polymer stabilized systems. The lowLC mixture by capillary action between two rubbed
surface energy of fluorine monomers has the potentialpolyimide coated calcium fluoride plates (Spectral
to advance the formation of well defined polymer archi-Systems, Hopewell Junction, NY) with 10mm spacers.
tectures within LC hosts that do not interfere withTo ensure homogeneous alignment, samples were cooled
organization and electro-optic properties. Crucial toat 0.05°C min−1 from the isotropic to the smectic A
development of PSLC systems is an understanding of thephase. The alignment was checked using polarized light
factors that determine the formation of polymer nano-microscopy. Polarized IR spectra (32 scans per spec-
structure during photopolymerization of non-mesogenictrum) were obtained using an FTIR spectrometer
monomers. Factors such as monomer chemical structure,(Protégé 460 E.S.P., Nicolet, Madison, WI) equipped
resulting polymer morphology, and polymerizationwith a ZeSe wire grid polarizer. The dichroic ratios,
kinetics must be considered in order to develop awhich are a measure of system order, were calculated as
comprehensive picture of polymer evolution in thesethe ratio of the maximum absorbance over the minimum
systems.absorbance.
The mesophase order of a liquid crystalline solventPolymerization rate profiles were monitored using
can significantly affect the polymerization mechanism.a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 7; Perkin-
Previous research has shown that the order of the LCElmer) modified with a medium pressure UV lamp.
solvent has a significant impact on the polymerizationPolymerizations were initiated using 365 nm mono-
of aliphatic and fluorinated acrylate and diacrylatechromatic light (unless otherwise noted) with an intensity
monomers when polymerized in a smectic liquid crystalof 1.5 mWcm−2. The DSC sample cell was attached to
[15, 22]. Specifically, fluorinated and aliphatic acrylatea refrigerated circulating chiller to achieve isothermal
monomers exhibit substantial increases in polymer-conditions. For rate studies, approximately 10mg of the
ization rate as the order of the liquid crystalline solventmonomer/LC mixture was placed in an aluminium DSC
increases. This increase in polymerization rate is a resultpan. The samples were heated above the isotropic trans-
of monomer segregation between the smectic layers ofition temperature of the monomer/LC mixture and
the liquid crystal.cooled to the appropriate polymerization temperature
To determine whether similar trends are observed into ensure uniform thickness and sufficient thermal con-
the polymerization of HDFA and DA in a smectic liquidtact. The DSC sample cell was flushed with nitrogen for
crystal, polymerization rates were examined as a function10 min prior to polymerization to mitigate oxygen
of temperature. Figure 2 shows a plot of the maximuminhibition. Polymerization rate was calculated as shown
polymerization rate as a function of polymerizationelsewhere [22]. The polymerization rate as shown has
temperature for 3.4% DA and 6% HDFA in 8CB. Theunits of s−1, giving a normalized rate that allows for
monomer percentages are such that each monomer/LCfacile comparison of systems with different monomer
sample has the same total double bond concentration.concentration and type.
Both monomer/LC systems show an increase in the
polymerization rate as the polymerization temperature

3. Results and discussion decreases or as the order in the anisotropic solvent
The use of fluorinated materials has increased sub- increases, over the range of 15 to 45°C. The polymer-

stantially over the past three decades due to their ease ization temperatures were chosen to sample each of the
of synthesis and the fact that fluorine can readily LC phases for the monomer/LC samples. Interestingly,
replace hydrogen without gross distortion of molecular the polymerization rate increase is appreciably higher
geometry [23]. The similarity of molecular geometry for the HDFA system. The maximum polymeriza-
allows for facile comparison between the properties tion rate of HDFA when polymerized in the smectic
of hydrogen-containing compounds and fluorinated phase displays an almost ten-fold increase in the rate
materials. Fluorinated compounds have already found from polymerization conducted in the isotropic phase.

In contrast, DA exhibits a more modest two-folda number of different industrial applications because of
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52 D. T. McCormick et al.

behaviour is also observed in the isotropic to nematic
transition for both monomer samples. The reason behind
this disparity in transition temperature depression is
probably due to the association of the aliphatic monomer
with the oily aliphatic tails of 8CB. The low surface
energy of the fluorinated monomer would prohibit
interaction of the heavily fluorinated tails of HDFA
with 8CB.
Interestingly, when the 6% HDFA/LC sample was

polymerized in the ordered smectic phase, no increase
was observed in the phase transition temperatures over
those before polymerization. The 3.4% DA/LC sample,
however, showed a marked increase in phase transition
temperatures after polymerization in the smectic phase
against the unpolymerized composite: approximately

Figure 2. Maximum polymerization rate versus temperature
4°C increase for the I–N transition and more thanfor (#) 6% HDFA and ($) 3.4% DA in 8CB. Monomer
7°C for the N–Sm transition. Both HDFA/LC andconcentrations were calculated to ensure equivalent

double bond concentrations. DA/LC systems exhibit an increase in the phase trans-
ition temperatures after polymerization in the nematic
and isotropic phases. However, the increase is much lessacceleration in polymerization rate in the smectic phase
for the HDFA/LC samples than for the DA/LC samples.when compared with the isotropic phase. It is interesting
The phase transition temperatures of the compositesto note that the maximum polymerization rate of HDFA
polymerized in the less ordered nematic and isotropicin the smectic phase is almost four times greater than
phases actually approach the transition temperatures ofthat of DA in the same phase. For both monomers, the
the neat LC. The overall causes for this shift in theLC appears to have an ordering effect on the monomers
phase transition temperatures after polymerization inand thereby enhances the polymerization rate. This effect
the less ordered phases may result from phase separationappears significantly enhanced in the fluorinated acrylate
between the polymer and the LC. The DA/LC samplessystem. The dramatically enhanced polymerization rate
show larger increases in the LC phase transition tem-may be due not only to the ordering effect of the LC,
peratures after polymerization in the less ordered LCbut also to enhanced segregation of the fluorinated
phases than do the HDFA/LC systems; the DA/LCmonomer.
samples also show a large increase in the phase tran-In an effort to understand the polymerization behaviour
sition temperatures when polymerized in the orderedas well as to elucidate how the monomer/polymer affects
smectic phase, whereas virtually no increase is observedthe LC, the phase transition temperatures were examined
when HDFA is polymerized in the smectic phase. Thisfor each of the monomer/LC mixtures. The table shows
behaviour indicates that the aliphatic polymer maythe isotropic–nematic and nematic–smectic phase trans-
phase separate from the anisotropic solvent to a greaterition temperatures for 6% HDFA and 3.4% DA in 8CB,
extent than the fluorinated polymer.after addition of monomer and after polymerization
To illuminate further the unique polymerization andin the smectic A, nematic and isotropic phases. After
phase transition behaviour of HDFA, it is important toaddition of monomer, depression of transition tempera-
understand the segregation behaviour before, during,tures is observed, common with addition of diluents to
and after polymerization. Small angle X-ray scatteringanisotropic solvents. However, it is interesting to note
(SAXS) was used to investigate the smectic layer spacingthat the transition temperature depression of the smectic
as a function of increasing monomer concentration andto nematic transition is much less in the HDFA (2.3°C)

sample compared with the DA (5.5°C) sample. Similar polymerization time. Figure 3 is a plot of the smectic

Table. Phase transition temperatures of monomer/LC mixtures before and after polymerization in various LC mesophases.

Monomer/LC Before polymerization Smectic phase Nematic phase Isotropic phase
mixture (I–N :N–Sm)/°C polymerization at 23°C polymerization at 34°C polymerization at 45°C

6% HDFA 37.7 : 27.3 37.6 : 27.3 38.7 : 29.8 39.5 : 31.4
3.4% DA 34.5 : 23.2 38.2 : 30.5 38.8 : 31.6 39.3 : 32.1
8CB Neat 40 : 32 NA NA NA
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53Monoacrylates in smectic L Cs

fluorination of HDFA is at least partly responsible for
continued segregation of the fluorinated linear polymer
between the smectic layers of the liquid crystal.
As demonstrated, the polymerization of a monomer
in the LC can affect inherent LC properties such as
phase transition temperatures. The addition of monomer
and its subsequent polymerization can also affect LC
molecule organization in the liquid crystalline meso-
phase. An understanding of the effect that monomer and
polymer have on the overall LC order is of great
importance for controlling detrimental interactions
between the polymer and LC. Any disruption in the
LC order, in this case smectic order, can potentially
affect electro-optic properties. A successful polymer
stabilized system would minimize LC order disruption.

Figure 3. Smectic layer spacing of monomer/LC mixtures as A useful characterization method for the study of
a function of monomer concentration for (#) 6% HDFA liquid crystalline order is polarized IR spectroscopy. This
and ($) 3.4% DA. The smectic layer spacing of 8CB neat characterization technique allows for facile examina-
is 31.6 Å and is denoted by the black line. The smectic

tion of the organization of the monomer and polymerlayer spacing after polymerization for DA is 31.6 Å, which
structures within the anisotropic solvent. It is necessaryis indicative of phase separation of the aliphatic polymer

from the LC matrix. The smectic layer spacing of HDFA to examine the organization of the monomer and the
after polymerization is 33.5 Å. This retention of the smectic resulting polymer structures to understand controlled
layer spacing increase is evidence that the fluorinated polymer nanostructure formation.
polymer remains segregated between the smectic layers of

Figure 4 shows the IR absorption of the cyano functionalthe LC.
group of 8CB before and after polymerization of 5%
HDFA and 5% DA. The orientation of the cyano group
is along the long axis of the LC molecule. Therefore, the
cyano functional group order is also a good measure oflayer spacing of 8CB as a function of monomer concen-

tration. As the monomer concentration is increased, a LC order. The dichroic ratios give a more quantitative
indication of the effect of the monomer on the LCmonotonic increase in the smectic layer spacing of the

monomer/LC composite is observed. If the monomers solvent. The dichroic ratio of neat 8CB is 3.1. However,
phase separate from the LC, or if the monomer partitions
within the smectic layers, an increase in smectic layer
spacing with increasing monomer concentration would
not be seen. This increase in the smectic layer spacing
for both systems is clear evidence that the monomers
are segregated between the smectic layers of the liquid
crystal [16, 22].
While both monomers segregate between the liquid
crystal smectic layers after their addition, the situation
changes after polymerization. For a 3.4% DA/LC sample,
the smectic layer spacing decreases to the smectic layer
spacing of the pure liquid crystal (31.6 Å) after 5 min of
polymerization. This behaviour indicates phase separa-
tion of the aliphatic polymer from the anisotropic solvent
during the course of the polymerization. The HDFA/LC
sample behaves differently. The smectic layer spacing
increase observed upon addition of monomer (33.5 Å) is

Figure 4. Polar plot of the cyano functional group stretchretained in a 6% HDFA/LC sample even after 10 min
(2223 cm−1 ) of 8CB as observed by polarized light IRof polymerization. Therefore while the aliphatic polymer
for ($) 8CB neat, (( ) 5% HDFA before polymerization,phase separates from the LC matrix, the fluorinated
(&) 5% HDFA after polymerization, (1) 5% DA before

polymer remains sequestered between the smectic layers polymerization and (+) 5% DA after polymerization.
of the liquid crystal. Given that both of the polymers Dichroic ratios are 3.2, 5.4, 2.1, 2.2 and 1.14, respectively.

The director Z denotes the long axis of the LC molecule.formed are linear, it is reasonable to assume that the
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upon addition of DA the ratio decreases to 2.2. This
decrease indicates that the aliphatic monomer disrupts
the LC order to some degree, but the LC molecules
still retain their overall order. Upon addition of the
fluorinated monomer, the dichroic ratio increases to
5.4, a dramatic increase as compared with the aliphatic
monomer. Such a large increase in the dichroic ratio
suggests that the fluorinated monomer may actually
enhance the orientation of the LC molecules in the system.
The monomer could be ordering the liquid crystal
through the formation of a more discreet monomer layer
in between the smectic layers of the liquid crystal.
After polymerization, the resultant polymer has a
definitive impact on the order of the LC molecules. The
aliphatic polymer severely disrupts the order of the LC,
driving the dichroic ratio of the cyano group down to
1.14 and a circular shape develops in the polar plot

Figure 5. Polar plot of carbonyl functional group stretch as
curve (figure 4). This behaviour suggests that the poly- observed by polarized light IR (1740 cm−1 ) of ($) 4%
mer causes an almost complete disruption of the LC DA before polymerization, (#) 4%DA after polymerization,

(,) 6% HDFA before polymerization and (( ) 6% HDFAorder. The fluorinated polymer has a less dramatic effect.
after polymerization. Dichroic ratios are 1.02, 1.04, 1.02The dichroic ratio of the HDFA/LC polymer sample is
and 1.98, respectively.

2.1. This reduction in the dichroic ratio does mean that
some disruption of the overall LC order occurs, but the
dichroic ratio is still well above one. It is interesting that carbonyls of the monomer have a dichroic ratio around

1, whereas upon polymerizing the monomer, the dichroicthe aliphatic polymer phase separates out of the LC
matrix, and causes LC order disruption, but the fluor- ratio increases to approximately 2. This near doubling

of the dichroic ratio, and the shape anisotropy of theinated polymer remains segregated between the smectic
layers of the LC and causes only limited reduction in polar plot curve, are clear evidence of induced ordering

of the carbonyls and consequently of the fluorinatedLC order.
In order fully to understand the polymer nanostructure polymer itself. The decyl acrylate carbonyl dichroic ratios

for the monomer and polymer stay at the same value of 1.formation in these systems, it is necessary to understand
the polymer organization within the LC and the role As stated previously, the aliphatic polymer phase

separates from the LC medium during the course of thethat fluorination may play in polymer organization.
Figure 5 is a polar plot of the carbonyl group of 4% polymerization. The lack of ordering of the carbonyls in

the linear aliphatic homo-polymer is due to the randomDA and 6% HDFA in 8CB before and after polymer-
ization in the smectic phase. Before polymerization, the arrangement of the polymer in the phase separated

domains. The linear fluorinated polymer, however, stayscarbonyl stretches of both monomers display circular
polar plot curves, which is indicative of no preferential segregated between the smectic layers of the LC through-

out the polymerization, and it is this sequestering effectordering of the carbonyl functional group. In contrast
to these results, the vinyl groups of similar systems that serves to drive the formation of the ordered polymer

structure. This sequestering effect is two-fold. First, theexhibit preferential ordering [22]. The absence of
ordering for the carbonyls is reasonable given the free fluorination of HDFA leads to the enhanced segregation

of the monomer between the smectic layers of the LC.rotation of the carbonyl bond. Though the molecules
themselves are constrained within the LC matrix, the This enhanced segregation leads to accelerated polymer-

ization rates in the smectic phase. The low surface energycarbonyl has sufficient mobility to prevent the distinct
ordering that is observed with the vinyl functional of the fluorination also drives the continued segrega-

tion of the newly formed linear fluorinated polymergroups.
After polymerization, the situation changes dramatically. between the smectic layers of the LC, during and after

polymerization and the formation of the ordered polymerThe carbonyl groups of the linear aliphatic (DA) polymer
exhibit no preferential ordering; on the other hand, the structure.

Interesting and unique optical behaviour of the poly-linear fluorinated (HDFA) polymer shows a significant
increase in carbonyl ordering (figure 5). This increase in HDFA PSLC system is observed after the formation of

the ordered fluorinated polymer between the smecticcarbonyl ordering can be directly seen when the dichroic
ratios are considered. Before polymerization, the HDFA layers of the LC. When the PSLC sample is heated
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55Monoacrylates in smectic L Cs

above the isotropic clearing point of the LC (40°C),
continued birefringence is observed that persists to tem-
peratures as high as 90°C. This continued birefringence
is a result of polymer–LC surface interactions that cause
LC molecules to become ‘anchored’ to the polymer
surface, as well as of the ordering of the polymer itself.
It is interesting to note that neither the DA system,
nor any other non-mesogenic monomer studied pre-
viously [22], displays this continued birefringence. This
situation is unique to the linear fluorinated monomer
and has only been previously observed with crosslinkable
mesogenic monomers.
Since the liquid crystal molecules are anchored to
the polymer surface, the continued birefringence, as
observed through polarized light microscopy, may give
clues as to the nature of the polymer morphology.
Specifically, changes in the polymer morphology may
be observed based on the LC phase in which the
monomer is polymerized [4]. Figures 6 (a) and 6 (b)
show optical photomicrographs of 5.2% poly-HDFA in
8CB observed at 60°C after polymerizing in the smectic
and nematic phases, respectively. This temperature is
more than 20°C above the clearing point of the neat
LC. From the micrographs, large differences in the
observed polymer morphology are seen as the order of
the polymerization medium is altered. Finer ‘honey-
comb’-type structures form in the smectic phase poly-
merization whereas less defined polymer structures
develop when the polymerization is conducted in the
nematic phase. Interestingly, no continued birefringence
is observed when the polymerization is performed in the

Figure 6. Optical photomicrographs at 60°C demonstratingisotropic phase. This behaviour implies that not only is
continued birefringence of 5.2% HDFA polymerized inthe fluorination important in the formation of the
the (a) smectic phase at 25°C and (b) nematic phase at

ordered polymer structure, but that LC order during 35°C of 8CB. The clearing temperature of neat 8CB is
polymerization also plays a significant role. The ordered at 40°C. No continued birefringence was observed after

polymerization in the isotropic phase.LC molecules serve to organize the HDFA monomer
and aid in the formation of this unique polymer
nanostructure. honeycomb polymer morphology develops. At the next

higher initiator concentration, a smoother, finer poly-The continued birefringence observed in the poly-
HDFA/LC composites offers an interesting opportunity mer morphology and one more indicative of a smectic

phase develops. The polymer morphology continues toto investigate how issues such as initiator concentration
and UV light intensity affect the observed polymer become finer and at the highest initiator concentration,

an extremely smooth polymer morphology is observedmorphology in these polymer/LC composites. The UV
light intensity and photopolymerization time were kept which is almost an exact image of the focal-conic textures

in the smectic A phase. It is interesting to note that, asconstant (8.2 mWcm−2 ). Higher initiator concentrations
should produce shorter polymer chains due to an the polymer molecular weight decreases or as initi-

ator concentrations increase, the birefringence of theincrease in the number of radical chains being initiated;
each sample was polymerized in the smectic phase. polymer/LC composites increases. This increase indi-

cates that more of the LC is anchored to the polymerFigure 7 shows optical photomicrographs of 6% HDFA
in 8CB with increasing initiator concentrations at surface of the lower molecular mass polymer. Apparently

the polymer adopts the LC morphology to a greater60°C. Significant changes in the polymer morphology
are observed as the initiator concentration is increased degree at lower molecular mass. An optimum molecular

mass should therefore exist that allows continuedand long polymer chains are generated. At the lowest
initiator concentration of 0.1 wt%, figure 7 (a), a defined, birefringence with maximum LC structure retention.
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Figure 7. Optical photomicrographs
of 6% HDFA polymerized at
25°C in the smectic phase with
(a) 0.1, (b) 0.2, (c) 0.5, (d) and
(e) 2 wt% I-907 at 25°C and
shown at 60°C. The UV light
intensity is 8.2 mWcm−2.

These structures may also be enhanced due to the studied (1.2 mWcm−2 ), a lattice-type polymer structure
is formed similar to the morphology exhibited by theincreased rate of polymerization with increasing initiator

concentration. poly-HDFA composites with lower initiator concen-
trations. When the UV light intensity is decreased a lessFurther differences in polymer morphology are observed

when the intensity of UV light is modulated. The UV coarse polymer morphology develops. Further reduction
of the UV light intensity results in an even smootherinitiation light intensity has a direct impact on the

polymerization rate and molecular mass in UV curable morphology similar to that developed at 244mmcm−2.
No observable polymerization occurred at UV lightsystems. Lower polymerization rates are expected with

lower UV light intensity while the rate increases with higher intensities lower than 150mmcm−2. It is curious that the
polymer morphology that evolves at lower UV lightlight intensity. Furthermore, lower UV light intensities

lead to slower photopolymerization initiation rates intensities is very similar to those generated in higher
initiator-containing poly-HDFA systems. Apparently,and the generation of longer polymer chains in a given

PSLC system. Conversely, high UV light intensities can the shorter polymer chains allow greater degrees of
continued birefringence and continued LC morphology.potentially lead to higher initiation rates giving shorter

polymer chains. While the morphologies produced at lower UV light
intensities are smoother than those at higher intensities,Figure 8 shows optical photomicrographs shown at

60°C of 6% HDFA in 8CB polymerized at various they are still considerably more defined than shorter
chain polymer morphologies exhibited by higher initi-UV light intensities in the smectic phase at 25°C with

0.2 wt% photoinitiator. At the highest UV light intensity ator systems. These results indicate that lower molecular
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Figure 8. Optical photomicrographs
of 6% HDFA (0.2 wt% I-907)
polymerized at 25°C in the
smectic phase with UV light
intensities of (a) 1200, (b) 570,
(c) 244 and (d) 150 mWcm−2
shown at 60°C. Observable
polymerization did not occur
below 150 mWcm−2.

masses allow optical structure retention and stabiliza- polymerization for poly-HDFA, while the aliphatic poly-
mer phase separates from the LC matrix. A significanttion. On the other hand, polymerization must proceed

to some extent to allow any continued birefringence, difference in resulting polymer structure is also obtained
between poly-HDFA and poly-DA. After polymerizationimplying that perhaps an optimal molecular mass can

be achieved to induce the desired polymer morphology in the smectic phase, an ordered polymer structure is
observed for HDFA, whereas no such order is observedand optical texture.
for the aliphatic polymer. This formation of the ordered
poly-HDFA is remarkable in that no such order is present4. Conclusions

To allow development of desirable properties in in the monomer before polymerization. In addition, the
induced polymeric order leads to a continued birefrin-polymer/smectic LC composites it is critical to under-

stand the factors that affect the evolution of polymer gence of the poly-HDFA composite at temperatures up
to 50°C above the isotropic clearing point of the LC.nanostructure within the LC matrix. Factors including

polymerization kinetics, monomer and polymer organiza- The formation of this ordered structure is dependent on
the phase in which the polymerization is initiated, withtion, as well as the impact of polymerization on the

properties of the LC must all be understood, to control dramatic changes occurring when the polymerization
occurs in the smectic versus nematic mesophases, whilepolymer nanostructure formation in these systems.

Though the polymerization of an aliphatic and fluor- no polymeric order is observed when the polymerization
is conducted in the isotropic phase. This behaviour indi-inated monoacrylate, valuable insight has been obtained

on the role of chemical structure, especially that of cates that not only is the fluorinated nature of HDFA
important to the formation of the ordered polymerfluorinated materials, on polymerization in PSLCs.

Specifically, the fluorinatedmonoacrylateHDFA exhibits structure, but that LC order also plays a critical role.
Considerable changes in polymer morphology, as observeda significantly enhanced smectic phase polymerization

rate over a comparable polymerization in the isotropic by the birefringence at elevated temperatures, occur as
the molecular weight of the polymer is decreased, viaphase. Also, HDFA has a smectic phase polymeriza-

tion rate that is three times faster than the smectic changes in initiator concentration and UV light intensity.
Longer polymer chains form lattice-type morphologiesphase polymerization rate of the aliphatic monoacrylate

DA. In addition, continued segregation between the whereas shorter polymer chains form smoother structures
more indicative of a smectic phase.smectic layers of the LC is observed during and after
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